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Abstract—Technical debt (TD) is a metaphor for code-related
problems that arise as a result of prioritizing speedy delivery
over perfect code. Given that the reduction of TDs can have
long-term positive impact in the software engineering life-cycle
(SDLC), TDs are studied extensively in the literature. However,
very few of the existing research focused on the technical debts
of R programming language despite its popularity and usage.
Recent research by Codabux et al. [21] finds that R packages can
have 10 diverse TD types analyzing peer-review documentation.
However, the findings are based on the manual analysis of a
small sample of R package review comments. In this paper, we
develop a suite of Machine Learning (ML) classifiers to detect
the 10 TDs automatically. The best performing classifier is based
on the deep ML model BERT, which achieves F1-scores of 0.71
- 0.91. We then apply the trained BERT models on all available
peer-review issue comments from two platforms, rOpenSci and
BioConductor (13.5K review comments coming from a total
of 1297 R packages). We conduct an empirical study on the
prevalence and evolution of 10 TDs in the two R platforms. We
discovered documentation debt is the most prevalent among all
types of TD, and it is also expanding rapidly. We also find that R
packages of generic platform (i.e. rOpenSci) are more prone to
TD compared to domain-specific platform (i.e. BioConductor).
Our empirical study findings can guide future improvements
opportunities in R package documentation. Our ML models can
be used to automatically monitor the prevalence and evolution
of TDs in R package documentation.
Index Terms—R, Technical Debt, Machine Learning, Empirical
Study, rOpenSci, BioConductor, Documentation

I. I NTRODUCTION
Technical debt (TD) denotes sub-optimal software development choices/actions [11], [24]. In order to meet project
goals with time and resource constraints, developers often use
shortcuts or execute rapid hacks in their work [15], [62].
While such shortcuts may enable developers in achieving
their short-term objectives, they may have harmful long-term
consequences [38], [42]. Studies find that software applications containing TDs are more prone to issues like bugs and
maintenance problems [30], [34], [37], [41], [68]. TDs also
hinder the productivity of software developers [14]. Several
studies have been conducted to understand the pattern and
impact of different types of TD. Most of the existing studies
used a single artifact (i.e. source code comments) to explore
TD with a few recent exceptions [7], [13], [89].
R is a popular programming language among data scientists
and scientific communities. While studies in TDs have mainly
focused on popular programming languages like Java, we are
aware of few research that focused on TDs in R packages.
Recently, Codabux et al. [21] manually analyzed the peer-

review documentation explore TD in R rOpenSci packages.
rOpenSci is a popular platform that promotes development and
use of high-quality R software [17]. It conducts peer-review
of R packages in public GitHub issues. Codabux et al. [21]
identified 10 types of TD in the a sample of 600 comments
related to rOpenSci R packages. They are documentation,
code, design, defect, requirement, test, architecture, build,
usability, and versioning debts. However, to get a complete
understanding of the distribution and growth of different types
of TD in different R packages, a large-scale empirical study is
necessary. Codabux et al. also focused on only one platform
(rOpenSci). To get a more representative picture of TDs in
R packages, other platforms of R packages should be studied
too. Without an automatic detection of TDs in R packages, it is
however, not possible to facilitate such large-scale analysis of
TDs in packages. This is because manual labeling is a timeconsuming and resource-intensive process. Automatic detection is also crucial to take necessary precautions about TD,
and to manage and fix them. Most existing researches basically
focused on automatic detection of self-admitted technical debts
(SATD) using source-code [25], [46], [54], [64], [90]. As such,
we are aware of no research that automatically detected the
10 TD types from Codabux et al. [21] in R packages.
In this paper, we develop techniques to automatically detect
10 TD types from Codabux et al. [21] in R packages. We then
conduct an empirical study to understand the prevalence and
evolution of the 10 TDs in all R packages from rOpenSci [17]
and BioConductor [31]. Specifically, we follow three three major phases (see Fig. 1). First, we employed a two-stage BERTbased hierarchical machine learning framework to detect TD
types. Second, we apply the trained model on all approved
comments from the peer review package documentation of two
R platforms, rOpenSci and BioConductor. Third, we analyze
the prevalence of evolution of the 10 TD types across the two
R platforms based on the data labeled by the trained BERT
model. To the end, we answer three research questions:
RQ1. How accurately can we detect TDs in R packages?
(Section II) First, we checked whether a given sentence
(of issue comments) indicates any TD or not, if yes, we
determined the type of that TD in the second stage. We
evaluated a suite of ML models (i.e. SVM, BiLSTM, and
BERT) to detect the presence of TD in the first stage. The
BERT-based model outperforms the other two with an F1score of 0.90 in this task. Second, we detected the types of
these TD using a BERT-based hierarchical approach which
shows F1-scores between 0.71 – 0.91 to detect the 10 TDs.
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TABLE I: Statistics of the Benchmark Dataset
TD Type
N/A
Documentation
Code
Design
Defect
Requirement
Test
Architecture
Build
Usability
Versioning

# Sentence

#Word/Sent

400
230
226
202
192
207
195
200
172
150
104

9
11
9
11
11
12
11
12
10
13
12

Top 3 Words
thanks, package, CRAN
documentation, vignette, readme
function, name, variable
function, data, method
error, code, data
user, data, think
test, coverage, full
package, make, tool
check, install, CRAN
error, help, message
version, current, numbers

A. Benchmark Dataset Used to Design ML Models
Fig. 1: Schematic diagram of our study.

RQ2. How prevalent are TDs in R packages? (Section III-B) We applied our BERT based framework on the
peer-review issue comments of all approved rOpenSci and
BioConductor packages. It is important to know the current
state of different type of TD e.g. which type is more (or less)
frequent than others. Hence, we analyzed the distribution of
different types of TDs across all rOpenSci and BioConductor
packages. We find that documentation debt is the most prevalent, while versioning debt is the least frequent.
RQ3. How do the TDs evolve in R packages? (Section III-C) Trend analysis shows us the growing pattern of
different TD and helps us to understand what to expect in
the future. We analyzed the evolution of different TDs over
time and observed that there is a significant upward trend of
most of the TD (specially documentation, defect, test debts)
in rOpenSci. On the other hand, there is an overall decline of
all TD types in BioConductor packages.
To assist R developers with our research, we developed a
browser extension that can show the TD types of a given R
package in rOpenSci and BioConductor. The browser extension uses our developed ML model to automatically detect the
TD types of an R package. Our developed ML model and the
browser extension can support R developers and researchers
to learn and to conduct empirical studies of the 10 TD types
in R packages. We are aware of no previous empirical study
that analyzed all R packages in rOpenSci and BioConductor.
As such, our tool and empirical study findings can benefit
diverse stakeholders like R developers, package maintainers,
and researchers (see Section V).
Replication Package. Our code and data are shared at https:
//github.com/disa-lab/R-TD-SANER2022

II. AUTOMATIC D ETECTION OF R TD S (RQ1)
In this section, we describe the design and performance of
a suite of Machine Learning (ML) models to automatically
detect 10 TD types in R packages. Automatic detection is
important to monitor, analyze and to fix TDs.

To design and test the TD type detection algorithms, we
used the dataset published by Codabux et al. [21] which
contains 600 TD instances in R peer-reviews documentation
of rOpenSci manually labelled in 10 TD types. Each instance is a phrase extracted from a full issue comment. First,
they extracted the comments of all 157 approved rOpenSci
packages of that time. Second, they manually investigated
a randomly selected subset of the comments and identified
the ones with potential TD indication. Later, 600 phrases
were manually extracted from those comments and labelled in
different TD types. Hence, one limitation of the dataset is that
it only contains TD significant parts of the issue comments
and remaining parts of the comments (i.e. insignificant/nonTD sentences) were discarded. Since issue comments are from
natural human language domain, it is obvious that they contain
a number of sentences that are not relevant to TD. Hence,
for automatic detection, we need a number of such non-TD
sentences as well for training our machine learning model so
that it can distinguish them from TD sentences and discard
them from a given issue comment in real world scenario.
Accordingly, we built a dataset of both TD-significant and
TD-insignificant sentences as follows. (1) We extracted the full
comments of TD instances labeled in the dataset [21] using
their comment-ids. (2) We split the extracted comments into
sentences. (3) Among these sentences, ones that exist in the
TD dataset of [21] are considered significant for determining
TD. (4) The rest sentences are considered insignificant. In
this process, we obtained a binary dataset of total of 1205
sentences: 805 TD significant and 400 TD insignificant (i.e.
non-TD). Each of these 805 TD sentences again carries a type
(i.e. TD type) as labeled in the original dataset [21].
One issue of the dataset is it is greatly imbalanced. Although as claimed by the authors [21], it might represent the
comparative distribution of different types of debts in their
studied subset of R domain, we need a slightly more balanced
dataset to develop an unbiased machine learning model. We
augmented the text data by replacing words (adjectives, verbs)
with their synonyms to generate different texts with the same
meaning [43], [88]. The synonyms were generated using
WordNet [50]. We did not use SMOTE, since it is not effective
for the high dimensional numerical representation of text data
[16]. Table I shows statistics of the final dataset.
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Fig. 2: Automatic Detection of different types of TD.
B. The TD Detection Algorithms
We developed a two-stage framework to detect TD instances
of a package from corresponding GitHub issue comments as
depicted in Figure 2. For a given issue comment, we split it
into sentences and every sentence is labeled as TD significant
or insignificant in stage-1. TD insignificant sentences are
discarded and the TD significant sentences are passed to stage2 for TD-type detection. The detailed workflow of the two
stages are mentioned below.
1) Stage 1. Discarding Insignificant Sentences: We developed a BERT-based model that would detect TD-significant vs
TD-insignificant instances in a binary classification fashion.
BERT is a pre-trained model which was designed to learn
contextual word representations of unlabeled texts [27]. We
chose BERT because it is found to significantly outperform
other models in various natural language processing and text
classification tasks [32], [39], [71]. We used BERT-Base
containing 12 layers with 12 attention heads and 110 M
parameters. We appended a classification head composed of
a single linear layer on top of it. We trained the model for
10 epochs with a mini-batch size of 32 and maximum input
length of 300. We used early-stop to avoid overfitting [56]
considering validation loss as the metric of the early-stopping
[55]. We used AdamW optimizer [45] setting the learning
rate to 4e-5 , β1 to 0.9, β2 to 0.999, and  to 1e-8 [27], [69].
We used binary cross-entropy to calculate the loss [61]. We
refer to this model as S1M (Stage-1 Model) for the rest of
this paper. We compared the performance of this BERT-based
model (S1M) with one traditional ML model (i.e. SVM) and
one deep learning model (i.e. Bi-LSTM). SVM is widely used
for text classification [23], [28]. We used linear kernel for the
SVM as prescribed by earlier works [96] with Bag of words
(BoW). BoW is a popular feature extraction approach for text
data and successfully applied for text classification [63]. On
the other hand, Bi-LSTM is capable of exploiting contextual
information from text data examining from both directions
[33]. For Bi-LSTM model, we used 300 hidden states with
ADAM optimizer [36] and an initial learning rate of 0.001.
We used 100 dimensional pre-trained GloVe embedding as

input features [53] and trained the model with 256 batch-size
over 10 epochs.
2) Stage 2. Detection of TD-types in Significant Sentences:
In this stage, we want to detect the type of TD from a
given instance (i.e. sentence). We consider ten types of TD
discussed in [21]. Hence, it is a 10-class classification problem.
Since BERT was the best performing model for TD presence
detection in the first stage (see Section II-C1), we limited
our experiment to BERT for this stage. We first evaluated
the effectiveness of a single classifier to decide among all
the 10 possible classes. However, the single BERT performed
poorly with an accuracy of ∼12% which is nearly random
for a 10-class problem. In the multi-class scenario, the classification task becomes very difficult since the classifier has
to distinguish between a large number of classes in order to
make predictions. To deal with this issue, we leveraged the
concept of hierarchical classification [9], [65]. Hierarchical
classification approaches the multi-class problem by splitting
the output space like a tree where each (parent) node is divided
into a number of child nodes, and the procedure is repeated
until each child node represents a single class [19]. Hence,
it needs a predefined data taxonomy according to which it
hierarchically distributes all the classes in a collection of multiclass sub-problems and thus the number of classes involved
in each local sub-problem gets reduced. To induce the class
hierarchy (i.e. taxonomy), we followed the procedure proposed
by Daniel et al. [66]. We used the 10 × 10 confusion matrix
produced while using a single classifier to predict among all
10 classes together. First, we generated a distance matrix (D)
from the confusion matrix (M) using Equations 1 and 2.
Mi j
Confusion matrix normalization M(i, j) = Pn
j=1 Mi j


ji

 1 − Mi j +M
if i , j
2
Distance Matrix D(i, j) = 


0
if i = j

(1)

(2)

Any element of the distance matrix, D(i, j) indicates the
level of similarity between the class i and j ranging from
0 to 1 where 0 (and 1) means completely indistinguishable
(and distinguishable). Then we divided all 10 types of TD
in 3 clusters using spectral clustering algorithm [51], [85].
The optimal number of cluster, K (=3) was determined using
eigengap heuristic [85]. Thus, we induced a hierarchy of TD
types as showed in Figure 3. Then we used a total of 4 BERTbased classifiers (each for every parent node) where the first
classifier (of the root node) was trained to distinguish among
the three clusters only. To achieve this goal, we relabeled
all the data of our dataset into three classes according to
the hierarchy of Figure 3 and trained the first classifier on
it. We call it S2M0 (Stage-2 Model-0). Similarly, the next
three classifiers (addressed later as S2M1, S2M2, S2M3) were
trained to detect debts of Cluster-1, Cluster-2, and Cluster3 respectively. Hence, S2M1 detects among documentation,
code, defect, test, and design debts; S2M2 detects among
build, architecture, and versioning debts; S2M3 detects among
usability and requirement debts.
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Fig. 3: Hierarchy of different types of TD

C. Evaluation of the ML Models
For the first stage, we used our dataset in binary fashion (i.e.
consisting two labels: TD and non-TD). For the second stage,
we only considered the TD significant sentences labelled in 10
types (since the non-TD sentences will be eliminated in the
first stage). We split the dataset in 80:20 ratio to create train
and test sets in every stage of classification.
We report the classification performance using four standard
metrics: Accuracy, Precision, Recall, F1-score [47]. Accuracy
(A) is the ratio of the number of correctly predicted examples
out of all data. Precision (P) is the ratio of the number of
correctly predicted examples and all the predicted examples
for a given class. Recall (R) is the ratio of the number of
correctly predicted examples and all examples of a given class.
F1-score (F1) is the harmonic mean of precision and recall.
P=

TP
P∗R
TP + TN
TP
, R=
, F1 = 2 ∗
, A=
T P + FP
T P + FN
P+R
T P + FP + T N + FN

TP = Correctly classified as a TD, FP = Incorrectly classified
as a TD, TN = Correctly classified as not a TD, FN =
Incorrectly classified as not a TD.
1) Detection Performance of Significant vs non-Significant
Comments for TD: In stage-1, we developed a BERT based binary classifier (S1M) for discarding TD insignificant sentences
from an issue comment. We also evaluated SVM and BiLSTM for these tasks as baselines. We report the performance
of stage-1 in Table II. We can see that our BERT-based
model (S1M) outperforms both SVM and Bi-LSTM with 91%
accuracy and 90% F1-score. Since the task of stage-1 (i.e.
binary classification) is relatively simple and straight-forward,
state-of-the-art pre-trained language model like BERT shows
very high performance here [32], [71].
2) Detection Performance of TD Types in Significant Comments: We report the result of stage-2 in Table III. We see
that hierarchical classification greatly outperforms the singlemodel approach. In fact, that was our motivation behind
employing hierarchical approach. Among the hierarchical classifiers (of different stages), S2M1 has to distinguish among
5 classes of cluster-1 (i.e.documentation, code, defect, test,
design debts). It achieves 72% accuracy with 71% F1-score.
Other models of stage-2 (i.e. S2M0, S2M2, S2M3) show
better performance with F1-scores of 81%, 77%, and 91%
respectively, since they work with comparatively smaller clusters. Specially, cluster-3 contains only 2 classes (i.e. usability,
requirement debts), hence, the classification problem becomes
binary here and S2M3 achieves very high performance.

TABLE II: Performance of Stage-1: TD Presence Detection
Feature

Model

BoW
GloVe Embed
BERT Embed

SVM
Bi-LSTM
BERT (S1M)

A

P

R

F

0.76
0.82
0.91

0.77
0.82
0.90

0.76
0.82
0.90

0.76
0.82
0.90

TABLE III: Performance of Stage-2: TD Type Detection
Model

Task

Single BERT

All 10 types TD detection

A

P

R

F

0.12

0.07

0.08

0.08

Hierarchical BERT to Detect the 10 TDs in Different Clusters
S2M0
Cluster detection
0.86 0.82 0.82
S2M1
Cluster-1 TD detection
0.72 0.73 0.70
S2M2
Cluster-2 TD detection
0.77 0.77 0.76
S2M3
Cluster-3 TD detection
0.93 0.93 0.89

0.82
0.71
0.77
0.91

3) Misclassification Analysis: We further analyzed what
factors the single-BERT made perform poorly and how they
were solved by our hierarchical-BERT approach. Table IV
shows some examples of TD instances that were misclassified
by single-BERT but correctly classified by the hierarchical
approach. We find that the most probable reason behind singleBERT’s misclassification is the confusion among the classes
within the same cluster (see Figure 3). In fact, that was the
intuition behind our hierarchical classification. Additionally,
a few misclassification occurred due to lack of context and
vocabulary mismatch as well. For example, “Though there are
tests to cover most functions, good-practice still flags some
lines as not being covered.” was misclassified as code debt by
Single-BERT while it is actually indicating a test debt due to
the presence of common words across TDS like ‘functions’,
‘flag’, ‘good-practice’, ‘lines’, etc.
III. E MPIRICAL S TUDY OF R TD S
In this section, we report an empirical study by applying the
best performing model from RQ1 (i.e., Hierarchical BERT) on
all issue comments from R packages of two platforms, rOpenSci and BioConductor. We answer two research questions:
RQ2. How prevalent are the 10 TD types in the R packages
across the two platforms? (Section III-B)
RQ3. How do the 10 TD types evolve in the studied R
packages? (Section III-C)
The prevalence analysis of TDs (RQ2) can inform us whether
a TD type is more frequent over other TD types. Such findings
help prioritizing measures like developing solutions to fix the
more frequent TD types over the less frequent TD types. Trend
analysis (RQ3) allows us to see how any specific TD type

TABLE IV: Misclassification Analysis of Single-BERT where Hierarchical BERT Correctly Classified
TD Instance Example Comment

Actual TD

“With the data I would prefer to keep the internal df in the sysdata.rda file.” Ir284
“I ran into a small problem when trying to install via CRAN which I reported
an issue.” Ir115
‘‘There are still some unconventional R styles used that hindered my ability
to understand the package.” Ir139
“There is a bug in how double last names (as in Spanish) are generated.” Ir94
“But I think making some commonly used flags into first-class arguments
would dramatically improve the appeal of this package. Ir139 ”
“However, the text of the vignette is clearly still unfinished.” Ir94
“I recommend removing the flexibility and only letting the API receive JSON,
since validation information is only returned for JSON data.” Ir141
“Though there are tests to cover most functions, good-practice still flags
some lines as not being covered.” Ir290
“After that I’ll focus on some of the bigger changes for a v0.3.0 release, since
they’ll likely introduce some breaking changes.” Ir279
“You’d have a much more welcoming package that doesn’t have to direct its
users to a GNU manpage in the opening paras of its vignette!” Ir139
*

*

Single-BERT Label

Misclassification Reason

Architecture

Build

Lack of context

Build

Documentation

Lack of context

Code

Design

Confusion within Cluster-1

Defect

Code

Confusion within Cluster-1

Design

Build

Lack of context

Documentation

Defect

Confusion within Cluster-1

Requirement

Usability

Confusion within Cluster-3

Test

Code

Vocabulary mismatch

Versioning

Build

Confusion within Cluster-2

Usability

Requirement

Confusion within Cluster-3

Link to corresponding rOpenSci issue (Irx )

could increase (or decrease) quicker (or slower) than the others
and whether a TD is on the rise in recent years.
A. Data Used for the Empirical Study
We collected all the 13.5K review comments between 2016
and 2021 from the two platforms, rOpenSci and BioConductor.
As of 2021 and during the time of our analysis, rOpenSci has
173 and BioConductor as 1124 approved R packages. Our
dataset also has ∼4.5K issue comments that are provided in
response to the comments. We extracted these issue comments
from respective peer-review GitHub repositories of each platforms [1], [2] using web crawling and text parsing techniques.
Following Codabux et al. [21], we chose only the approved
packages to ensure the completeness of the review process and
the standard of the packages so that we can get a legitimate
view of the TD from our study.
B. How prevalent are TDs in R packages? (RQ2)
1) Approach: We automatically determined the TD types
indicated in all the issue comments collected from rOpenSci
and BioConductor packages. One issue comment can indicate
one or more types of TD at different sentences or phrases.
Since we are using sentence level detection, our developed ML
models from RQ1 was able to catch all of the types expressed
in each issue comment. We then counted and analyzed all
the TD instances of different types both for rOpenSci and
BioConductor packages.
2) Results: We show the overall TD distribution of rOpenSci and BioConductor in combined in Figure 4. We see that
documentation (26.1%) and design (21.5%) debts are two
most prevalent TD in general. Table V depicts the distribution
of different types of TD in rOpenSci and BioConductor
individually in terms of frequency and percentage. It also
shows some examples of respective TD that are predicted by
our automated model. We find a total of 3938 TD instances in
∼4.5K issue comments of rOpenSci and 10159 TD instances
in ∼9K issue comments of BioConductor. However, not all
types of TDs are equally prevalent in R packages. Among

11.4% Code

3.4% Test
26.1% Document.

12.2% Defect
0.7% Versioning

1.7% Usability
6.2% Build
8.4% Requirement
8.4% Architecture

21.5% Design

Fig. 4: Overall distribution of different types of TD.
all the types, documentation debt is the most frequent one
with 938 occurrences (∼23.8%) in rOpenSci and 2740 occurrences (∼27%) in BioConductor. On the other side, versioning
debt is the least prominent one with only 22 occurrences in
rOpenSci and 71 occurrences in BioConductor. Apart from
documentation debt, some other TD such as design debt, defect
debt, and code debt occur frequently. Moreover, we see almost
similar distribution of different TDs for both rOpenSci and
BioConductor packages which suggests that different types of
TDs occur in similar distribution in R packages regardless of
the platform, scope, and field.
C. How do the TDs evolve in R packages? (RQ3)
1) Approach: For each type and year, we divided the total
number of TD instances detected in a year by the total number
of packages in that year. Thus we determined the average
number of TD (per package) over years and plotted them in the
graph. Depending on the availability of data, we considered
the packages from April 2015 to April 2020 for the trend
analysis of rOpenSci and from April 2016 to April 2021 for
BioConductor. To get an overall idea about the growth of
different types of TD, we also calculated the overall change in
the occurrence and the compound annual growth rate (CAGR)
for each TD type combining the data of both rOpenSci and
BioConductor over years 2016–2020.
2) Results: To see how TD differ among different types
of platform and field of R, we compared our findings for

TABLE V: TD Distribution and Example Comment with TD in rOpenSci and BioConductor
TD Type
Documentation

rOpenSci

BioConductor
938 Comments

23.8% Comments

2740 Comments
27% Comments
“In addition, your vignette must have code chunks primarily with eval = TRUE,
so that the vignette accurately reflects the current capabilities of your software.”
Ib585 †

“I think you should include a bit more info there: instructions for
how to get it set up locally and a link to the nycflights13 package.” Ir366 *
Design

Defect

Code

Requirement

Architecture

740 Comments
18.8% Comments
“I think there are some opportunities to reduce dependencies in this package.”
Ir274
511 Comments
13% Comments
“There are cases where unreasonable values will be generated by the
functions in this package (e.g., phone numbers with illegal area codes,
weird names for people, etc.” Ir94

1202 Comments

445 Comments
11.3% Comments
“I feel the user-facing function should be named ch gene sequence(),
not ch sequence().” Ir94

1157 Comments
11.4% Comments
“Having arguments like reportPDF makes the function impure because the
output depends on that argument.” Ib1941

406 Comments
10.3% Comments
“It’s not just dates you might want to subset, it could also be geographic
space, or vertical levels within a climate model, or different file formats,
or any number of other facets depending on the data set.” Ir139

776 Comments
7.6% Comments
“Importing data from huge MAF files would again require a way to manipulate
this kind of files from disk, as far as I know, such a feature is not availabe in
maftools.” Ib1950

293 Comments

7.4% Comments

893 Comments
8.8% Comments
“Because of the size of the files we would recommend reformatting this package
into and ExperimentHub package with the data stored on the Bioconductor
AWS S3 buckets.” Ib498

259 Comments

6.6% Comments

637 Comments 6.3% Comments
“Looks like our Single Package Builder (SPB) failed to install WGSmapp
before trying to run R CMD build on SCOPE.” Ib1242

“Problems arose after installing using devtools::install all()” Ir121
Test

Usability

Versioning

199 Comments 5.1% Comments
“A more robust test might also compare the values returned to the known
tags from the REF website, or that the return type is in fact a tibble class
object.” Ir78

277 Comments

2.7% Comments

“There is an issue that there is no testing being done for the ’plotFemap’
function.” Ib1897

125 Comments 3.2% Comments
“For the sake of your distracted future users, if you handled the auth
failure more gracefully and gave the right helpful message, it would
be a lot friendlier.” Ir127

119 Comments 1.2% Comments
“You should remove it as a system requirement so users don’t install because
they think its a requirement in order to use your package” Ib1897

22 Comments .5% Comments
“The version numbers for rgdal etc should be whatever the current version is,
since that is what you are developing against.” Ir22

71 Comments .7% Comments
“This is due to one of the core dependencies Seurat not installing properly due
to their corrupted version 4.0.0.” Ib1845

Link to corresponding rOpenSci issue (Irx )
Link to corresponding BioConductor issue (Ibx )

rOpenSci (generic) and BioConductor (bioinformatics) packages. Though the distribution analysis of two platforms suggest
that different types of TD occur in almost similar distribution
regardless of the type and scope of R packages (see the
result of RQ2), we observe significant differences in terms of
quantity of TD and their evolution during our trend analysis.
To get a more comprehensible view of these differences,
we determined the total yearly number of TD instances (per
package) aggregating all types both for rOpenSci and BioConductor, then plotted them on the same graph (Figure 5). We
find that TD occur in significantly higher amount in generic
platform i.e. rOpenSci compared to more domain-specific
platform i.e. BioConductor. For example, from April 2016 to
April 2020, the yearly average of per package TD instances for
rOpenSci was around 24 while the number is less than 10 for
BioConductor. Moreover, we see an overall upward trend of
TD in rOpenSci packages with a steep slope at the end (April
2019 to April 2020) while the trend of BioConductor’s TD is
somewhat decreasing or stable. One possible reason might be
unlike BioConductor, rOpenSci allows packages from diverse
domains and scopes. Since different domains have different
properties and vulnerabilities, rOpenSci packages are more
prone to various types of TD.
Figure 6 and 7 show the trend analysis of rOpenSci and
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Fig. 5: Evolution of TDs in rOpenSci and BioConductor
BioConductor packages respectively. For rOpenSci, we see
an overall upward trend for most types of TD (except the
architecture debt). Among them, documentation debt has the
most overall per package increment of ∼2.5 unit over five
years starting at ∼4.5 debts in 2015 and reaching ∼7 in
2020 with a steep slope at the tail (Figure 6). It indicates
the constantly growing concern of the reviewers and users
regarding documentation quality. Defect and test debts are two
other types with significant increment of 1.6 and 1.4 unit per
package throughout this time. On the other hand, we see a
decreasing trend in architecture debt with less than 1 unit (per
package) in 2020. Literature suggests that unlike other TD
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TABLE VI: Growth-rate of different types of TD.
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Fig. 7: Trend analysis of different TD in BioConductor
(such as code-level technical debt), architecture debt is very
difficult to detect as they do not show any clear symptom
[83], [84]. So it might happen that with growing diversity
and complexity of packages, it is gradually becoming more
challenging to identify architecture debts. For BioConductor,
we see an overall downward trend for all types of TD. Even
for the most prevalent type (i.e. documentation debt), the per
package number has dropped below 2 in 2021 while in 2016 it
was close to 3 (Figure 7). Table VI shows the overall growthrate of the TDs. Documentation debt is the most growing TD
among all with an annual increment of 2.14 units per package.
On the other hand, test debt is the fastest one to grow with a
growth-rate of 15.05%. Other debts with significant increment
and growth-rate are defect, code, build, and requirement debt.
IV. D ISCUSSIONS
We first analyze whether the 10 TD types show any correlation in our studied empirical dataset (Section IV-A). In
Section IV-B, we compare the TD distribution between our
empirical study findings with the state-of-the-art [21].
A. Correlation between the 10 TD types
Since a R package might contain multiple number of TD
coming from different types, there is a possibility that these
types are interdependent and correlated. For example, one type
of TD might cause or contribute to another type of TD directly
or indirectly. To investigate the hypothesis, we used Spearman’s correlation coefficient to determine such correlation
between different types of TD found in the entire dataset used
for empirical study in Section III-A. Spearman’s coefficient
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Fig. 8: Correlation between different types of TD in R packages. Intensity of (red) color indicates the level of correlation.
is a measure of monotonic relationship between two variables
[67]. It has a range of -1 to +1, with ±1 denoting perfect
positive or negative correlation and 0 denoting no association.
We report the Spearman’s coefficients between each pair of
TD types in Figure 8. While most of the technical debts are
somewhat positively correlated, we observe strong positive
correlations among 4 types (i.e. Documentation, Requirement,
Design, and Code debts) with Spearman’s coefficients of +0.5
to +0.6 indicating that they are highly likely to trigger each
other at several cases. For example, design and code debts
are similar in terms of pattern and origin i.e. both are related
to coding style and quality [18], [92]. Hence, we see a
strong relation between them. Documentation debt is closely
associated with requirement debt and often caused by it as
well [21], [60]. Moreover, documentation greatly depends on
code and design i.e. it is difficult to produce (and maintain) a
good documentation for a code with bad programming style
or poor design. Also, requirement debts are closely related to
code and design debts since poor coding style or design often
results in partial or incorrect implementation of requirements.
B. Comparison with previous work
Since Codabux et al. studied the distribution of different
types of TDs in R packages of rOpenSci [21], we compared
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TABLE VII: Comparison of TD distribution between Codabux
et al. (C) [21] and our study: R = rOpenSci, O = Overall.
TD Type
Documentation
Design
Defect
Code
Requirement
Architecture
Build
Test
Usability
Versioning
Platforms studied
# Package Analyzed
# Issue comments

Distribution Observed
C 31%
R 23.8%
O 26.1%
C 12.3%
R 18.8%
O 21.5%
C 12%
R 13%
O 12.2%
C 11.3%
R 14.5%
O 11.4%
C 6.3%
R 10.3%
O 8.4%
C 5.8%
R 7.4%
O 8.4%
C 5.7%
R 6.6% O 6.2%
C 7.5% R 5.1% O 3.4%
C 4% R 3.2% O 1.7%
C 0.8% R 0.5% O 0.7%
C rOpenSci, We: rOpenSci & BioConductor
C 157, We Studied: R 173 Overall 1,297
C 458 We Studied: R 4,500 Overall 13,500

our finding with theirs. While Codabux et al. analyzed 600
review comments of 157 packages from rOpenSci platforms,
we analyzed all the ∼13.5K review comments collected from
all 1297 packages in two platforms, rOpenSci and BioConductor. In Table VII, we show the distribution of each of
the 10 TD types in our dataset in two ways: in rOpenSci
platform and overall (i.e., rOpenSci and BioConductor). We
compare our distribution against those found by Codabux et
al. in their studied rOpenSci packages. We see that our findings
are mostly congruent to theirs with a few exceptions. While the
most and the least prevalent types match in both studies (i.e.
documentation and versioning debt), dissimilarity is observed
in other cases. For example, according to Codabux et al. the
second-most prevalent TD type is code debt (14.5%) while
according to our study it is design debt (18.8% in rOpenSci
and 21.5% in overall). In summary, the overall percentages of
different types of TDs differ between our study and Codabux
et al. [21] from moderate to large extents. Therefore, we
complement Codabux et al. by offering a comprehensive
overview of the prevalence of 10 TD types based on the
excellent foundation laid out by Codabux et al. [21] (i.e., the
benchmark dataset and the definition of 10 TD types).
C. Threats to Validity
Internal validity threats relate to authors’ bias while conducting the analysis. We mitigated the bias in our machine
learning models by training, testing, and evaluating them using
standard practices. There was no common data between the
training and test set. We followed existing literature about TD
and discussed among co-authors for listing different types of
TD and detecting them. Construct validity threats relate to the
difficulty in finding data for our study. Our data collection
was exhaustive, as we processed more than 13.5K review
comments from 1297 approved packages of two different
popular platforms (i.e. rOpenSci, BioConductor). External
validity threats relate to the generalizability of our findings.
We mitigated this threat by conducting our study on a largescale data. We experimented with the peer review documentation of R packages to analyze TD. We used two different
platforms and compared our findings with previous work as
well. Moreover, the performance of our automated framework

that we used for our empirical study was satisfactory. Hence,
our findings are as generalized as possible and our finding can
be applied to other similar platforms and applications.
V. I MPLICATIONS
Our TD detection tools and empirical study findings can
be useful for the following stakeholders in SE: 1) R package
maintainers to continuously monitor the prevalence and evolution of TDs in their R packages, 2) R package contributors
to stay aware of TDs in the open-source R packages and to
decide to contribute to fix the TDs when needed, 3) R software
developers to decide which R packages to pick from among
multiple competing choices, 4) R software engineering researchers to develop techniques to automatically fix TDs to
improve the adoption of the R packages by R practitioners,
5) R package vendors and organizations to make decisions
on which R packages can be safer and/or more mature to be
integrated into their enterprise R-based software toolkit, and
6) R educators to educate and inform R practitioners of the
TDs in R packages. We discuss the implications below.
R Package Maintainers can use our TD detection models
to monitor the presence of TDs in their packages. As we noted
in Sections I, VI, packages with TDs are more prone to issues
like bugs and maintenance problems [30], [34], [37], [41],
[68]. Therefore, the presence of TDs can inform the package
maintainers of deeper underlying issues with their packages,
which then they can start analyzing to make proactive fixing
instead of reactive fixing. To assist R package maintainers, we
have developed a browser extension using TamperMonkey [3]
that will alert the users about any potential TD in a rOpenSci
package using our automated framework. In Figure 9, we
show screenshots of our browser extension. First, we go to
a website containing R packages (e.g., rOpenSci) 1 . Second,
we enable our browser extension 2 . Third, a button (“TD
Report”) will appear with every package available on the site
3 . By clicking the button, we can see the detailed TD report
(i.e. potential TD instances of different types) 4 . We can also
access the corresponding GitHub issue comment by clicking
on a particular TD instance 5 . The effectiveness analysis of
the browser extension using R practitioners is our future work.
R Package Contributors can utilize our browser extension
(Fig. 9) to determine which package needs immediate help
to reduce the number of TDs in it. Developer discussions
in crowd forums GitHub and Stack Overflow about software
libraries are found to be useful to fix bugs, enhance the
software library, and so on [79]. Therefore, the TD reports
produced by our browser extension can be useful to decide
which modules of a R package needs more attention. For
example, if an R package is showing a growing number of
architecture debt, the contributor can collaborate with the
corresponding package creator to redesign the package source
code architecture. Indeed, we observe recommendations from
R package contributors in our studied review comments to
improve the architecture of an R package (Table V): “A
common solution is to split the general tool and the specific
application into separate packages”. R package contributors
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Fig. 9: TD Alert Browser Plug-in in Existing Packages
can also help with testing the R packages, if they observed Test
related TDs. For example, we found the following suggestion
from a contributor in rOpenSci (Table V): “A more robust
test might also compare the values returned to the known ....”.
Indeed, design and architecture related TDs accounted for total
29.5% of all TDs across all packages in rOpenSci and BioConductor (see Fig. 4). Therefore, the detection and reporting
of various TDs can help package maintainers and contributors
work together to improve the quality of R packages.
R Software Developers are tasked with developing software products and a crucial component to any modern day
software development is the use third-party software libraries
like the open-source R packages need to stay aware of the
potential problems and TDs in the R packages that they
use, to ensure that they can make important decisions [75].
For example, research findings show that developers look for
APIs/libraries with good documentation [82], positive opinions
about key aspects like usability of the package [76]–[78], and
so on. From Fig. 4, we can observe that the most prevalent
TDs in the R packages (from rOpenSci and BioConductor) are
related to lack of documentation (26%). Therefore, R software
developers need to be aware of sub-optimal documentation
support in the R packages from rOpenSci and BioConductor,
in genral. However, if a given functionality can be provided
by multiple competing R packages provided in both rOpenSci
and BioConductor platforms, we find from Table V that
rOpenSci packages have on average less proportion (23.8%)
of documentation debt than those from BiConductor (27%).
Such information can be useful for a R software developer to
determine which R package and platform to choose.
R Software Engineering (SE) Researchers can utilize the
findings from our study to determine the major areas of focus
for TDs in R packages and to develop tools and techniques to
fix the TDs. As we noted in Fig. 4, several TD types are more

prevalent than others, e.g., documentation debts. Therefore, SE
researchers can develop techniques to automatically improve
the documentation debts in the R packages. This can be done
by automatically creating new documentation, by enhancing
the documentation with crowd-shared knowledge [20], [80],
[81], or by automatically analyzing and fixing specific documentation smells in the package documentation [35]. During
the fixing of the TDs, SE researchers can also benefit from
the correlation between the TDs, i.e., when certain TD types
seem to correlate with each other more than they correlate with
other TDs. Intuitively, such correlation would denote that the
correlated TD types may trigger each other. Indeed, in Fig. 8,
we showed that design and code debts correlate more with
each other than they do with other debts (see Section IV).
Intuitively, this means that if SE researchers can influence the
development better code IDEs (with focus on module design)
for R packages, the R package creators may hope to reduce the
code and design debts in their packages. The SE researchers
can also benefit from the analysis of prevalence vs severity of
the TDs in terms of how the TDs are observed empirically.
To assist with this analysis, we further analyzed the impact
of different types of TD with respect to the frequency and
the level of influence (i.e. trigger) it might cause on other
TD (see Figure 10). We computed the growth-rate of each
TD type (as described section III-C1) and plotted them along
x-axis. For example, the growth-rate of build debt is 3.78%.
For overall impact a type has towards other TD occurrences,
we calculated the average correlation of each type and plotted
them along y-axis. For example, we can compute the average
correlation among documentation debt and all other 9 types
from the first row of Figure 8) which is 0.37. The circle
size indicates the total number of TD instances found in our
empirical study for that type. From Figure 10, we observe that
documentation debt is the most threatening type considering
all the aspects together (i.e. size, influence, growth). The other
types close to it in terms of overall impact are design, defect,
code, and requirement debts. We also see that design debt
has the most average correlation with others which indicates
that it contributes the most to occurrence of other TD. Such
analyses can inform SE researchers of the relative importance

of fixing TDs like design debts (because these debts show high
correlation with many debts).
R Package Vendors now account for almost all major
cloud-based platform provider like Microsoft Azure as well as
different enterprise data science toolkit creator (e.g., Alteryx).
The growing adoption of ML-based solutions into diverse use
cases of our daily life has only accelerated the needs for
industrial-scale R packages. Therefore, R package vendors can
use our browser extension to stay aware of the quality of opensource R packages and to decide which packages are safe to be
included into their enterprise toolkit offerings. In the process,
R package vendors can also collaborate with the open source
R package creators to improve their packages, e.g., by creating
test cases and by improving the code itself. Indeed, testing of
R packages is important as we observed in Fig. 10: though
the total number and influence of test debt are not high, it is
growing rapidly over the last few years with a growth rate of
15% which summons more attention in the future.
R Educators can develop tutorials and information sessions
to educate R package creators and practitioners about the
diverse TD types that can exist in their packages. Given
that TDs can have long-term impact on the quality and bugproneness of the underlying R packages, such education can
help the R package creators to be mindful of the TDs and
to take active actions to fix those. For example, during the
requirement analysis of an R package, the developers can
ensure the requirements are properly understood before being
implemented. This is important given that requirement debts
account for 8.4% of all TDs in our study (Fig. 4). In addition,
the R educators can also develop targeted information session
to show R package creators on how to document their code,
to design their module properly, etc. The documentation and
design debts accounted for total 47.6% of all TDs (see Fig. 4).
VI. R ELATED W ORK
Related works can broadly be divided into Studies to
understand and Techniques to analyze and detect TDs.
Studies. The phrase ‘Technical debt’ was first introduced in
1992 by Ward Cunningham [24]. Existing literature defines TD
as an implementation construct that is profitable in short term
but problematic for future work and changes [6], [10], [40],
[72], [73]. Alves et al. devised a TD taxonomy with some new
types i.e. people, process, service, usability debts [7]. Some
other common types of TD discussed in various studies are
social [70], data [22], database [4], infrastructure [26] debts.
Behutiye et al. analyzed the concept of TD in the context of
agile development [12]. Several researches also analyzed the
impacts of TDs on the software development process. Studies
have found that TDs are unavoidable and even desirable
sometimes [15], but may lead to development crises in the
long run [38], [42], [49]. TDs hinder the maintainability of
software [37], [93], cause bugs and errors [34], create software
vulnerabilities [68], and affect the productivity of software
developers [14]. Hence, the repayment of TDs becomes very
costly with time [8], [29]. Unlike us, very few research,
however, focused on TDs specific to R language except very

recent effort by Codabux et al. [21]. They investigated TD
in the peer-review of rOpenSci R packages and developed a
taxonomy of 10 types of TD (i.e. documentation) that persist
in R packages, which we used in this paper.
Techniques. Different techniques or strategies have been
proposed over the years to analyze and measure TDs, and
manage them efficiently [5], [52], [59]. One important step
to report and manage different types of TD is to detect their
existence automatically. Marinescu proposed a novel approach
for assessing technical debt based on some metrics-based
detection rules for design flaws i.e. violations of well-known
design principles [48]. Automated approaches like code smells
detection, automated static analysis issues, and collection of
code metrics were used to identify TD [94], [95]. Recently,
Rantala explored natural language processing along with static
code analysis to detect TD efficiently [57]. Tsoukalas et al.
evaluated the ability of machine learning methods to model
and predict TD evolution in software application using source
code [74]. Unlike the TDs we detect that are not explicitly
labeled by a developer, SATD are debts that are intentionally
committed and admitted by the programmers [54]. Most of
the recent works have focused on detection of self-admitted
technical debts (SATD) [25], [44], [46], [58], [86], [87], [91].
In contrast, in this paper we focus on the detection and analysis
of non-SATDs in R, i.e., TDs that are self-admitted, but
nevertheless, are prevalent and thus should be studied. Unlike
the existing papers, we focus specifically on R packages.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
R is a popular scientific programming language, with
growing adoption in analytics, statistical and mission-critical
software products. Therefore, the open source R packages
need to be studied for quality assurance like the presence of
Technical Debts (TDs). We developed ML models to detect
TD instances in existing packages from peer-review issue
comments. We then automatically labeled a large number of
R package review comments with our automated framework
and used them for our empirical study. Our distribution and
trend analyses show that TD frequency and growth-rate in R
packages varies from type to type. Our correlation analysis
provides strong evidence of interdependence among several
TD types. Further analysis reveals that documentation debt
is the most impactful one in terms of prevalence, growth,
and influence. We developed a browser extension using our
automated framework that alerts the users about TD instances
in existing rOpenSci packages. Our automated framework and
empirical study findings can be leveraged for similar study
involving diverse language and platforms. It can also be used
to detect TD in various existing packages using the issue
comments of their respective repositories.
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